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“You're simply the best covers band I've seen for years!”

I can't say enough about how much I enjoyed the Thieving 
Magpies. Sometimes there are gigs that break from the norm - for me 
at least. For a long time, I have “endured” the pub band with it’s lack of 
variety, space, entertainment and tight unity. Drinking an odd extra 
pint or 5 to get ourselves through and heck, so we should:- support the 
local music and keep it live or even alive. We most definitely 
should. However last Saturday night we didn’t need to make such 
sacrifice… I was lucky, well much more than lucky… Seriously fortunate 
to be there! I had sweet dreams because of the gig that night! 
Fantastic! Everyone commented on the high calibre of the Thieving 
Magpies band. When I see you play it becomes my favourite 
experience displacing the previous one. I can’t put my finger on the 
specifics: the four of you, your talent, your unique presence on the 
stage, your poise, your smiles, your skills. I’ve decided the “M” in 
Magpies stands for “Magic”. What an impressive performance, you're 
simply the best covers band I've seen for years".

Thanks, you all for the experience. K>H (Attending Kings Arms Kirkby 
Lonsdale Gig)

“I had sweet dreams because of the gig that night!” 

“When I see you play it becomes my favourite 
experience displacing the previous one!”



The Thieving Magpies illuminate a lively bunch 
at Tweedies Bar in Grasmere with their Blues-

rock bangers and refreshing energy!

Live Review by Katie Danstone  | 14 September 2019

★★★★★

I captured a review whilst on my cheeky second holiday at the back 
end of the holiday season which transpired to be something of quite 

an “Indian Summer”. My location?? The heart of the Lake District.   
The night was definitely still young as an eclectic crowd gathered in   

. 

the beautiful setting that is Tweedies Bar and Lodge in Grasmere on a 
warm Saturday night to see The Thieving Magpies. Some people knew 

them, most didn’t, but soon discovered.

The four members of The Thieving Magpies arrive on stage with a beer 
and a smile: Singer Paul Harrison, also on Lead guitar, Robbie Jay Coplen 

on Bass, Ben Steel on Drums and Alan Whitmore on Keyboards.                   
They open with a lively “foot tapping” re-working of “The Joker” by the 

Steve Miller Band with an incredible Jamaican Reggae twist and flavour!

They manage to “stamp their own print” on so many songs but still managing to give 
each track the respect it deserves Filled to the brim with shredding guitar riffs and 

intricate solos engaged by all the band members including the bass. All displayed with 
extreme enthusiasm and riotous band energy

A man of few words Harrison does enough without much of a conversation to keep the people 
included and welcome addressing only when necessary but with enough to display aspects of 

humour and explanation.



The Thieving Magpies illuminate a lively bunch at 
Tweedies Bar in Grasmere with their Blues-rock 
bangers and refreshing energy(continued)

It’s delightful to watch the Magpies at work through their creative, artistic 
delivery. “Help Me” by Sonny Boy Williamson, Johnson’s “Sweet Home 
Chicago” and also covering a great deal of classic Hendrix moving from the 
literal raging of the whole room with “Voodoo Child” cut back to some 
deft and smooth delicate moments such as “Little Wing”. Moving from the 
most positive of track themes such as Marley’s “Stir it Up” to more darker 
songs, doused in shadows and heartbreak.

As they work through their set bringing a surprisingly fresh and modern 
appeal to these now historic older tracks, their confidence as musicians becomes 
increasingly apparent, as well as their dynamic closeness and coherence as a 
group.

Drawing on many genres mixing Blues, Rock, Reggae, Funk and even a hint of Soul 
most clearly demonstrated in their rendition of Little’s Walter’s “Mellow Down” with 
an “out of the blue” medley adding James Brown’s “Sex Machine”.

Finishing the set is their re-working of JJ Cale’s After Midnight, which begins with an infectious 
guitar riff before launching into the most infectious funky floor filler. 
The Thieving Magpies are one of Cumbria’s finest local bands and the key to their success, for me, is their                  
evident excitement at being here; without “fuss” or “ego” they make the performance all the more enjoyable. The most striking aspect 
is that the band are always clearly having a great time, performing with impressive energy.
In conclusion: well: crafted, genuine, spontaneous, creative, inventive, very different and always loads of fun!



The Thieving Magpies

Published  by Live Music Review| 09 March 2020

★★★★★

"Paul Harrison and Alan Whitmore were back at Bootleggers 
Bar in Kendal last night, but this time they brought with them 
founding drummer Ben Steel and their new bass player Robbie 
Jay Coplen, and if those names sound familiar, it is because they 
are The Thieving Magpies.

Now in their fourth year as a band, they have really grown in 
popularity and the bar was packed out which demonstrates 
their popularity in the Lake District. With the amount of talent 
on stage being simply awesome, the evening began as always 
with Steve Miller's The Joker, but soon moving into the Blues 
Genre with Help Me by Sonny Boy Williamson and from then on 
the blues just never stopped. Included in the first half were Stop 
Breaking Down by Robert Johnson, Hoochie Coochie Man and 
the classic Mojo Calling

With Harrison displaying a master class in lead and slide 
guitar with the likes of Rolling and a Tumbling and No 
Fault of Mine He makes it all seem really simple. Not to be 
outdone was Alan Whitmore on rip roaring piano and 
hammond organ with some incredible solo work.



The Thieving Magpies (continued)

With each song having its own unique style arranged by the band 
bringing their own personal arrangement with a stage presence which 
was engaging, informative and funny, and with each band member 
having had other careers outside of The Blues Band, the set list was 
varied and interesting. When members of the audience hit the dance 
floor the band moved into a different phase bringing Funk Riff versions 
of Mellow Down Easy medley with James Brown's Sex Machine and also     
J J Cale's After Midnight. which kept their feet to show their 
appreciation. Even Coplen on the bass struck out with some amazing 
bass solo work with swift smart melodic structures mixed with a soul 
and funk vibe".

A final medley of the Trogg's Wild thing and another classic Johnson hit 
Sweet Home Chicago brought the evening to an amazing finale. 
Included in these final moments was the incredible Ain't No Sunshine 
By Bill Withers (video included)/ So my summary and my concluding 
remarks are... If you are looking for a free entry gig which gives you a 
night to remember then the Thieving Magpies are the band for you! 
Live Music Review Jan 2020

https://thievingmagpiesband.tumblr.com/post/612100809855041536/
review-by-live-music-review

Published by Live Music Review| 09 March 2020

★★★★★

https://thievingmagpiesband.tumblr.com/post/612100809855041536/review-by-live-music-review


“Well I proper enjoyed that... Ta!!”



For further information contact us at:
www.facebook.com/thievingmagpiesband

www.twitter.com/cumbriamagpies
www.Instagram.com/thievingmagpiesband

www.youtube.com/thievingmagpies
www.soundcloud.com/thievingmagpies

www.thievingmagpies.co.uk
You can email us at:

info@thievingmagpies.co.uk
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